Abstract -This paper presents a simplified version of partial transmit sequences (PTS) and a new scheme for selected mapping sequences to reduce peak-to-average power ratio (PAP) of an OFDM signal. Simplification of PTS is achieved by having a set of partitions but optimizing phase values only for alternate partitions. This proves to be a promising solution to reduce complexity of PTS. It is also proposed to choose the selected mapping sequences are using Newman phase sequences. In this case, albeit with an increase of the complexity, very high PAR reduction can be achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising transmission scheme for broadband communications over a wireless channel. In OFDM data is transmitted simultaneously through multiple frequency bands. It offers many advantages over single frequency transmission such as resistance to the multipath propagation and impulsive noise. Advances in digital signal processing technologies have made it possible to implement OFDM easily using fast Fourier transform (FFT) chips. OFDM has been adopted or is being investigated for Wireless LAN, digital audiohide0 broadcasting, broadband wireless loop and wireless ATM. However, it suffers from high PAPS. For an N carrier OFDM system PAP can be as high as N.
Proposed methods to reduce the PAP of OFDM include clipping, windowing, and coding [ 1, 2, 3] . Partial transmit sequence (PTS) and selective mapping (SLM) [4] are another two important PAP reduction techniques. In these two methods, high PAP reduction is achieved at a cost of increased system complexity, which may render PTS and SLM unsuitable for some applications. Therefore it is important to find ways to reduce the complexity, such that those are suitable for any application. Two recent papers [5, 6] investigated possible means for reducing the complexity of the PTS technique. In our paper we propose a modified version for PTS and SLM techniques. Our modified PTS technique achieves higher reduction in complexity with little degradation in performance. We also present a new algorithm to find phase sequences for SLM.
AN OFDM SYSTEM AND PAP
In an OFDM system sub-carrier vector, comprising all modulated input data associated with OFDM symbol interval p is transformed in to time domain, by a N-point inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). The output of the IDFT is given by:
consists of T spaced discrete time samples of the transmitted signal, where T is the sampling time. The samples are transmitted using ordinary T-spaced pulse amplitude modulation (PAM).
The guard interval, which is an extension of the OFDM signal, is introduced before the transmission. This consists of a partial repetition of the output of the IDFT process Where E { } denotes expectation. This does not depend on the signal set ( A,,,n) used to modulate the signal. Theoretical maximum P A P occurs when the data is mapped to a same signal point. The upper bound of the PAP for N number of sub-carriers is ZOZog(n3 dB. In 0-7803-571 8-3/00/$10.00 02000 IEEE.
order to avoid non-linear distortion and spectral spreading of the transmitted signal, highly linear amplifiers operating with a large back off have to be used. Many methods have been proposed to reduce the PAP, but when selecting a good scheme, complexity, redundancy and the PAP reduction have to be considered.
Ill. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Modified partial transmit sequences approach
In the normal PTS technique, the input complex data vector of N symbols is divided into 'V1 sub-blocks or clusters and a N point IFFT of each cluster is taken. A weighted combination of the "v" IFFTs forms the final output. The weighting factors are assumed to be pure rotations. Without loss of generality, the first weighting factor can be set to unity. Therefore, the optimization problem is to find "v-I" phase values to minimize the PAR. For instance, consider an OFDM system with 256 carriers, which is divided into 16 clusters. 15 optimal phase values are to be found for each input data vector. Even if the phase values are discretized to 0 and 180, 2'' phase combinations to be searched to find the optimum. Moreover, [5] shows that taking the peak amplitude of the N-point IFFT output will not give the true peak, and hence over sampling is necessary. Figure 1 Reduced complexity PTS scheme Our key modification is as follows. As before, the input complex data vector of N symbols is divided into "v"
clusters; however, only 'I optimized phase values 2 are required.
Starting from the first cluster every alternate cluster is kept unchanged and phase values are optimized only for the rest of the blocks. For instance, in the above example, this would mean only 8 phase values to be optimized. If decretized ( 0 ' -180' ) phase values are used 2* total phase combinations are 2 8 . Corresponding system block diagram is shown in Figure 1 .
New sequences for selected mapping
In SLM, the information sequence is multiplied by M random sequences of length N. In our approach a set of phase sequences for SLM is proposed so that the resultant vector is close to the Newman phase sequence [71.
Newman Phase sequence is expressed as:
N is the length of the sequence. The PAP of the above sequence is only 2.53dB.
Here our idea is to make the transmit sequence have a phase distribution as close as possible to that of the Newman phase sequence (3). As a first step using a randomly generated set of data sequences M-I phaseerror sequences are calculated. Let the randomly generated data sequence be expressed as:
<(m) =A,,(m).8ncm) where m=l,l, ... M-1 (4)
Then the phase error sequence corresponding to this particular data sequence can be found by:
Similarly a set of phase error sequences (h4) are found for randomly generated data vectors. This phase error vector is then used for the rest of the transmission to generate low PAP sequences. For the transmission each data vector is modified using these M phase error vectors as follows. The modified data vector would be Then a 4N IFFT is taken and PAP is measured, Above procedure is followed for all M-1 phase error vectors and the one with minimum PAR is selected for transmission. Corresponding system block diagram is shown in Figure 2. +El--- Further reduction of the PAR could be obtained by using special signal constellations instead of conventional QPSK or MPSK signal constellations. In this paper, we also investigate how the side information can be transmitted reliably. In most previous publications, this issue is not studied in detail.
IV. RESULTS
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system with 256 carriers and QPSK modulation is used in the simulation. For comparison we obtained the results for following: Phase values are descretized to 0 and 180. Comparison of the above schemes is shown in Figure 3 .
First complementary cumulative distribution (CCDF)
of Pr(PAP > PAP,) for ordinary PTS with 4 partitions with 3 phase values and 8 partitions with 7 phase values are shown. Then the same is shown for modified PTS with 8 partitions and 4 phases. Results indicate that the modified PTS scheme performs 0.75dB better than the ordinary PTS scheme with 4 partitions. When it is compared with ordinary PTS with 8 partitions, it has a degradation less than O S d B at lo4 CCDF. The ordinary PTS scheme has to evaluate 23 and 2' phase combinations respectively while modified PTS need only 24 'Combinations to be checked. Therefore it can be considered as considerable reduction in complexity with only little degradation of the performance. In other words complexity can be reduced by more than 80% with only OSdB degradation of the performance. Next performance of SLM with Newman phase sequences is presented. Performance was observed for different number of phase error sequences, respectively 16,32,64 and 256. These sequences have coding gains of 3.5, 4.0, 4.25 and 4.5dB at lo4 CCDF respectively.
More initial phase error sequences will increase the performance , but with the increase of the complexity. The performance of PTS is better than that of SLM. SLM with 256 sequences is capable of achieving a better performance than optimum performance of PTS with 16 partitions. If it is necessary to take an IFFT at each step of the PTS process (oversampled version to find the true PAP), SLM is much less complex.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a simplified version of PTS and a new sequences to reduce the PAP of an OFDM signal. Simplification of PTS is achieved by having a set of partitions but optimizing phase values only for alternate partitions. This proves to be a promising solution reduce the complexity of PTS. It is observed that for PTS with 8 partitions complexity can be reduced by more than 80% with only O S d B degradation. In the second part the selected mapping sequences are chosen using Newman phase sequences. SLM with 256 sequences is capable of achieving a better performance than optimum performance of PTS with 16 partitions. In this case with the increase of the complexity very high PAR reduction can be achieved. When oversampled IFFT is used to locate the true peak factor, the comparative complexity of SLM is less.
